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COMMENT

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND SHARIAH SCHOLARS
Corporate Governance is about
effective management of company
and accountability of senior management. It has always been important to the governments and increasingly active investors in developed
countries where a number of financial failures, frauds and questionable business practices have
adversely affected investor confidence. Investor confidence is the
key to success in any market.
Investors want safety of their investment, which is ensured through
proper Corporate Governance by
the management of the company
entrusted with such investment.
Government enacts laws, which
ensure
proper
Corporate
Governance
without
creating
bureaucratic hurdles in efficient
operafions.
Recent
Corporate
Governance practices have evolved
over time and different code of corporate governance was developed
like the OECD code of corporate
governance.

of corporate governance however,
current thinking recognises a company's obligations to society generally in the form of stakeholders.
Since the latter part of 2001, the
already lively debate on corporate
governance has become a turbulent
debate due to big corporate scandals
like Enron, WorldCom and new
laws like the Sarbana - Oxley Act
are introduced to prevent this in
ftiture.

Corporate Governance had its origins in the 19th century arising in
response to the separation of ownership and control following the formation of joint stock companies.
The owners or shareholders of these
companies, who were not involved
in day to day operational issues,
required assurances that those in
control of the company, the directors and managers, were safeguarding their investments and accurately
reporting the financial outcome of
their business activities. Thus,
shareholders were the original focus
4
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Islamic
Financial
Institutions (IFI's) are no
exception to this best practice of corporate governance but there is one
extra layer of supervision in
the fornn of Shariah
Committee or the Shahah
Supervisory Board. Powers
of Shariah
Supervisory
Boards differs from one
Islamic financial institution
to other, but their objective
is common that business
should be run in compliance with Shariah rules for
benefit of stakeholders
which include ordinary
account holders in the case
of IFI's.

Islamic Financial Institufions (IFFs)
are no excepfion to this best practice
of corporate governance but there is
one extra layer of supervision in the
form of Shariah Committee or the
1426

Shariah Supervisory Board. Powers
of Shariah Supervisory Boards differs from one Islamic financial institution to other, but their objective is
common that business should be run
in compliance with Shariah rules for
benefit o f stakeholders which
include ordinary account holders in
the case of IFI's. Islamic banking
could not be inducted without the
able guidance and assistance o f
Shariah scholars. They have played
an important role in the development of the system and indeed continue to do so. The system had the
confidence of the Muslims who had
faith that the scholars were leading
the system on the right path.
Advancement of technology has
turned the world into a global village. Business practices are continually changing due to development of
technology, professionalism and
easy access from one market to
other. Business structures are now
very complex and getting their
know-how is not an easy task. As
the numbers of institutions offering
Islamic Banking products are
increasing and also the products
range, the role of Shariah scholars is
becoming more than ever important.
Islamic financial institutions have to
compete with the well-established
and prosperous world of conventional banking. It is a challenge for
Shariah scholars to have the necessary professional knowledge and
training to scrutinise the business
operations and management's policies adequately so that principles of
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shariah are not going to be compromised for the sake of keeping competitive returns for shareholders,
that operations remain transparent
and are in accordance with the spirit of Islam rather than following the
conventional system with a few
changes here and there.
The Shariah Committee and Board
members must have acquired practical experience in applying the shariah rules accompanied with reasonable knowledge of business environment, nature of investments,
cliental base, investor tastes and culture in which business is being run.
I f necessary, they should be trained

properly in business practices. The
professional involvement of the
Shariah Committee and Board and
transparency in decision-making
will be helpful in restoring trust in
Islamic banking products and services.
Lack of codification of Shariah rules
and their application in different
jurisdictions has also created some
confusion in the minds of customers
and there are efforts to address this
issue. Satisfying customers that
products are shariah compliant
remains the foremost important step
and the challenge for Shariah scholars. Also, establishing common

standards for Shariah rulings cannot
be overemphasised in this regard.
They are vital part of the mix, which
will play an important role in the
growth of Islamic Banking Industry.
This will require Shariah scholars to
change their existing practices, take
bold initiatives and work together
instead of competing with each
other. Peoples' confidence in the
Shariah scholars is the bedrock of
Islamic banking. I f our Shariah
scholars lose the confidence of the
people, the progress of Islamic
banking will suffer greatly.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Over the last five to ten years,
Islamic Banking has become
increasingly prevalent in the United
Kingdom with a number of conventional high street banks now offering Islamic financial services. The
thing that still bugs me though, is
how Islamic are all of these services
and products. 1 don't question the
legality of any of them as people far
more intelligent than I have
approved them and I have a great
deal of respect for the likes of Sh.
Nizam Yaqubi and Justice Taqi
Usmani.
What I do question though is
whether we are headed in the right
direction. I f you take a look at any
of the products currently on offer by
any of the mainstream banks and
analyse the cash flows involved one
thing is always apparent. A l l of the
products on offer mimic the cash
flows of conventional products that
are currently in use. Now the thing

about
Islamic
Finance
and
Economics is that it provides a fiscal
and economic policy that is intended for the benefit of society as a
whole. I f however all we do break
down conventional contracts into
bite size portions which we then
restructure to be compliant with the
Sharia'ah yet leave the cash flows
(which at the end of the day is what
is important) in the same state as
they were with the original have we
really achieved anything.
In many regards this phenomenon is
perhaps not surprising, most market
research shows that Muslims don't
actually want to learn the economics
and risk structures behind using a
new product. Far worse (from
Islamic Banking as whole's perspective) is the fact that the vast majority of Muslims are interested in using
Islamic financial services over and
above regular financing (especially
where borrowing is concerned) i f

and only i f it offers them better
value for money.
This leaves Islamic Banking as an
industry in a bit of a quandary, the
original intention 30 years ago at its
emergence was to use this slightly
more lax implementation we currently have as a starting point and
build upon it. However with Islamic
Finance still being a supply led phenomenon and customers only interested while costs/ returns are higher
or comparable to those of conventional banking, are we ever going to
get to a more complete implementation? Or perhaps we have it all
wrong and the reason it is a supply
led industry at the moment is
because people are deterred by the
fact that it does so resemble conventional banking.
Hamza Mian
Director, Faqat Safi
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RIBA-FREE RETAIL BANKING

Transparent, Inflation-Protected, and Operating Under
Conventional Banking Laws - Part I
By Professor AIM

Abdul Gafoor

Retail banking has become an essential sector of the modern economy. Whilst in
some countries it may be smaller than in others, rarely can a country do without
its services completely. In the advanced economies, practically every government
department, business organisation, institution and private individual needs, and
has, a bank account. In the developing countries too the trend is in this direction.
Muslims, who follow the religion of Islam, and who form nearly one fifth of the
world's population and live in all parts of the world, are no exception to this trend.
However, the Muslim community has a problem with the banking system as it
exists today and this essay aims to address their concerns. But before we do so,
let us briefly examine the services banks provide and how they do it, so that we
can determine exactly where the problems lie. Then we can devise solutions to
address the specific issues that concern Muslims.

Conventional Retail Banking
The main functions of modem conventional retail banks as
they exist today include providing what is called current
account facilities, money transfer services, accepting funds
into savings accounts, granting loans and advances, facilitating import-export transactions, and buying and selling foreign currency.
Current account facilities include accepting cash deposits
into your account and allowing you to withdraw from it as
when you require the whole of it or a portion. You can also
use a cheque to instruct the bank to pay another person or
entity a stated amount of money and debit the same from
your deposit in the bank. Similarly, you can receive payments made by others into your account. This ability to pay
and receive without having to personally carry notes and
coins is a great boon to transacting business - personal and
institutional. Private individuals use the current account to
receive their salaries and wages and to pay their bills.
Businesses and institutions use the current account to make
payments for the goods and services received and to receive
payments for the goods/services supplied/rendered. It saves
time, and is safe and less expensive. The transactions
through cheques can be made whether the payer and the
6
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receiver use the same bank or different banks, and whether
the concerned banks are miles away in the same country or
continents away in different countries.Money can also be
transferred from one person to another, even without having
a current account with a bank, through the banks' money
transfer arrangements - money orders, pay orders, bank
drafts, mail and telegraphic transfers, electronic transfers,
etc. - both within and outside the country. There are also
other bank-guaranteed payment facilities, especially the letters of credit and bills of exchange, which greatly facilitate
import-export trade. In fact such trade is practically impossible without this facility.
Banks also accept funds from the public and institutions into
savings accounts, keep them safe, and pay interest on such
funds. In turn, they use these funds to grant loans and
advances to borrowers, to whom the bank charges interest.
This service provides the savers with a known income, while
their capital remains intact. On the other side, it provides the
borrowers access to funds, which they would otherwise not
have. The borrowed funds may be used for setting up a new
business, to expand existing business, to provide working
capital for a running business, or for consumption purposes
including buying consumer durables, to ride through a diffi-
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cult period and to meet unexpected
expenditure. They also provide many
other services including agency services, business introductions and credit
reports. Another important service is in
the foreign currency field - buying and
selling foreign currency, issuing travellers cheques and credit cards.

is not possible in a riba-free system, we
have to address the problem explicitlyi.

In the context o f modem banking, the
depositors receive interest, borrowers
pay interest, and the bank both pays and
receives interest, writes and perhaps
also witnesses the transaction and keeps
the accounts. It is on this basis that
modem banking is repugnant to the
Muslims. Their dilemma is that it is difficuh to be part of today's world without
the medium of modem banking. Hence
the search for a riba-free alternative.

The Riba Limitation
The main concern of the Muslim community is its desire to avoid dealing in
riba, because riba is strictly prohibited
in their religion - Islami. As far as
money is concerned, riba is loosely
Some of the above are paid services,
translated as interest. Whether this
others are not. Some involve paying or translation is accurate or not - whether
receiving interest, others not. But the the Arabic word riba and the English
retail banks (henceforth the 'banks') and
word interest mean the same thing - is We can begin by asking whether all the
their services have become an integral the subject of a long-standing debate.
operations of a retail bank are unacceptpart of the present-day world.
This question needs to be satisfactorily able to Muslims on account of the riba
resolved in order to find a proper soluprohibition. Can they make use of some
tion to the problem. In the meantime,
The Needs and Concerns of Muslims
and seek alternatives for others? To do
The nearly 1.2 billion Muslims in the one comprehensive and commonly
that, we need to look first at the workaccepted definition of riba (in matters of
world are scattered all over the planet.
ing o f a conventional bank in some
There are 56 member-countries in the money) is that when money is lent, i f detail.
the lender demands more than his prinOrganisation of Islamic Conference,
cipal to be returned, the excess amount
and there are Muslim minorities, large
Some Dissection and Analysis
so demanded is riba. Islam strictly proand small, in almost all countries.
The sources of funds available in a bank
There are over 100 million Muslims in hibits demanding and/or receiving riba, can be categorised by the type o f
India, an amount similar to that o f all paying riba, witnessing or writing such
deposit account in which it is held as
a transaction.
the Middle-eastern countries put togethwell as by the purpose for which it is
er, though they are a minority in that
Table: Source and use of funds, by purpose
country of over one billion people. The
countries and people are also at various
different stages of development and
Source o f Purpose
o f Use
o f Purpose o f the
advancement. A major characteristic of
deposit
funds
funds
use
the Muslim population distribution is
that the majority are in the developing
Current
Safety and
Money
To facilitate
countries, with all the associated infraaccount
ready
transfers,
receipts,
structure deficiencies, including low
deposits
availability;
short-term
payments and
levels of literacy. Many of them need
transaction
advances
transactions;
modern banking facilities, and most of
convenience
to accommodate
them have a common concern - avoidshort-term
ing riba (interest) in their dealings. A
financial needs
banking system designed to address
Ordinary
Safety, easy
Short- and
To
their concerns has to take into account
savings
availability;
mediumaccommodate
this main concern as well as the other
account
temporary
term loans
small / medium
factors.
deposits
holding and
size financial
Inflation
In common with most developing countries, the Muslim countries also face
extreme
levels
of
inflation.
Conventional banking deals with the
inflation problem tacidy - by incorporating it into the interest rate. Since that

Time
(Fixed)
savings
account
deposits

possible
compensation
for inflation
Safety, fixed
and known
return,
compensation
for inflation

needs at small /
medium terms.
Long-and
mediumterm loans
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held. Similarly, the use of funds too can
be categorised by type and purpose. A
schematic representation is given in the
table.
The first source is the current account
deposit. They are held in the bank for
the purposes of safety and ready availability and for transaction convenience,
which has become almost a necessity in
modem life. We have already seen the
working of a current account.
The second source is the ordinary savings deposit. Banks pay interest on savings deposits in order to attract more
funds, but the primary concem of the
depositor in an ordinary savings
account is the safety of his/her savings
and its easy availability when needed.
It is usually a temporary holding and the
paid interest is expected to cover the
value loss due to inflation. In less
developed countries, many people have
no need or access to current accounts,
for various reasons, and therefore they
resort to ordinary savings accounts.
Whatever the intentions of the depositors the banks use the funds to grant
loans and advances to clients and borrowers.
The third source of funds is the fixed
deposits. Here the main consideration
of the depositor is the fixed and assured
interest (or return) he receives from the
bank. Safety and compensation for
inflation are also considerations but
they are part of the package. The bank
uses the funds from this source to grant
long-term and large-size loans.
Investment and Finance
The fixed deposits are investments from
the point of view of the depositors, and
the loans granted using this source of
funds are finance from the point of view
of the entrepreneur-borrowers. Since
the fixed retum paid to the depositor
will fall under the category of riba,
Muslim depositors cannot accept the
8
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paid retum. The loans are also given on
fixed-retum basis. This too is riba and
therefore Muslim entrepreneurs cannot
make use of such finance. Hence a ribafree bank cannot provide such an
account. Islamic bankers came up with
the idea of converting this account into
an investment account and using the
funds to finance borrowers' projects
under a profit-and-loss-sharing scheme
whereby the investment account holders
too will receive a share, which will not
be a pre-fixed amount and may well be
a loss. But this scheme has not proved
viable and has in fact created more difficulties3.

In order to deal with these difficulties,
which are peculiar to Muslims and
therefore have not been taken into consideration by the conventional banking
system, Muslims will have to develop
their own institutions. A suitable proposal has been made elsewhere4. It is
suggested that the funds from the third
source be handled by an entirely separate institution operating under the mles
of mudaraba. Therefore this essay will
deal with only the first two sources of
funds and their commercial use.
Charitable loans
The Islamic banking movement has
introduced another category to the use
of funds. This is called by various
names such as qard hassan, (sometimes
transliterated as gharz-al-hasaneh and
qard-e-hasana). The important requirement here is that i f the borrower is
unable to repay the loan at the agreed
time, further time should be allowed for
repayment or the loan should be written
off and regarded as charity. But it begs
a reasonable question: does an entity
that holds other peoples' money in tmst
have any right to give charity out of it?
Furthermore, it w i l l undermine the
promise to retum the full amount to the
depositors. How is the shortfall to be
made up? Besides, imagine the branch
manager of a chain of banks being
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given the authority to determine who of
his borrowers is under dire circumstances and the power to write off his
loan. It is an open invitation to corruption and fraud. Therefore we will leave
the charitable loans to private individuals and charity organisations.
Once the issues of charity and fixed
deposits are dealt with as above, we will
have a bank that is free of the encumbrances of the charitable loans, but it
will also be without the benefit of a
large source of funds - the fixed
deposits. Yet this bank will be able to
provide all the services generally
required of a retail bank. We will call
the resulting bank the riba-free retail
bank.
The Riba-free Retail Bank
The bank under consideration is a commercial entity that provides services for
a payment. It accepts deposits, guarantees their safety and full retum, and provides all current account facilities - such
as cash receipts, cheque collection and
payment, electronic and other types of
fund transfers, etc - currently provided
by conventional retail banks.
Depositors explicitly or implicitly agree
to their funds being used to grant loans
to borrowers, but the bank guarantees
the full retum of their deposits as and
when required or as agreed. The depositors do not demand nor are they paid
any financial retums on their deposits.
As such the depositors deal in no riba.
The borrowers are granted loans on
condition that the capital, which
belongs to the depositors, is returned in
full, whatever their financial circumstances, and they pay the bank a fee for
making the funds available to them.
The fee includes all the costs incurred
by the bank and a remuneration (or
profit) for providing the service. This
service can be likened to the services
provided by a courier who carries the
money from the depositor (the real
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owner-lender of the money) to the borrower. At the end of term, the courier
carries the money back to the owner.
The courier is also responsible for the
security of the money while in his possession. Since the owner-lender did not
demand any extra amount (which would
be riba), the borrower does not pay any
extra amount (to the owner-lender)
beyond the principal. Since no riba was
demanded or paid, the courier does not
carry, witness or keep account of any
riba. Therefore the bank's "lending"
operation is free of riba. The bank
makes sure that the borrower has the
ability to repay the capital and the fees.
At this point it is worthwhile to emphasize the two basic assumptions in the
concept of this riba-free bank. One,
riba is what is demanded and/or
received by the capital-owner (who is
the real lender) over and above the capital he lends; and two, the payment
made by the borrower to the courier for
his services is not riba. It is necessary
that these two crucial points are fully
understood and accepted as correct
under Islamic law before we proceed
with further discussions.
There is also another important aspect.
The perception of a bank as a moneylender. True, banks originated from the
moneylender who lent his own money
on interest. But modem banks no
longer do that (even though some of the
shareholders' money may also be used).
It is mainly the depositors' money that
they lend to the borrowers. In this sense
they are couriers of money as described
above. They are also couriers of money
when they carry payers' money to the
receivers (which is the main current
account operation). Therefore we have
to take account of present-day realities
and change our traditional perception of
banks as moneylenders to one of couriers of money. This changed perception
will free Muslims of many difficulties,
which arise as a consequence of equat-

ing banking with money lending, and
the banks with moneylenders. In any
case, our riba-free retail bank is
designed strictly as a courier of money it is a service provider in the field of
banking and finance. Seen in this light,
this bank's operations are all riba-free
and the fees it charges for its services
have nothing to do with ribas.
Requiring the bank to write off the
loans of persons, who are unable to
repay it, and to consider them as charity, is also a consequence of equating a
bank to a moneylender who lends his
own money. One is free to do what he
wants with his own money but a courier who carries someone else's money
has no right to give it away in charity.
As such, our bank, being a courier of
other people's money, does not get
involved
in
charitable
loans.
Consequently, there is no "leakage" to
its funds.
Compatibility with conventional banking is one of the desired goals in devising this riba-free bank. As mentioned
above, we have also eliminated the possibility of a leakage and that should find
favour with the banking authorities.
But the riba-free limitation has made it
a smaller bank. Let us now examine the
positive aspects of these features.
The
Smaller
Ssize
and
its
Implications
The retail bank envisaged here is a
much smaller one than a standard conventional bank. This is a consequence
of accommodating the riba-prohibition
mle of Islam and hence a built-in feature. Therefore we need to examine the
implications of this necessarily smaller
size.
It came about because we spilt the
deposit base of the conventional bank
into two parts: demand deposits and
ordinary savings deposits on the one
hand and the fixed deposits on the other.

The latter is generally much larger in
size, and therefore what is leftover is at
most only one-half of the standard size
of a conventional bank.
On account of the smaller size and its
composition, this bank cannot grant
long-term and large-size loans; it is limited mostly to advancing short-term and
small-size loans, although some medium-term and medium-size loans may be
accommodated. On account of these
term and size limitations, this bank is
much less exposed to business-failure
risks. That gives more stability to this
bank and to the banking system as a
whole.
The smaller deposit-base and the larger
reserve requirement on these deposits
also result in much reduced bank-created credit. It does not negate the bank's
credit-creating ability, and thus deny the
economy of the benefits of this facility,
but it limits its size. Thus it reduces the
risk of bank failures and adds to the stability
o f the
banking
system.
Furthermore, it restrains money supply
expansion and hence helps to hold
down inflation. I f the equity capital
required to set up a bank is based on the
size of the bank, this smaller-size bank,
with much reduced failure-risk, will
entail a smaller equity capital. This will
enable the establishment of more retail
banks, resuhing in increased competition, which, in tum, should result in better service and efficiency.
The reduced capital requirement will
also help to take banking facilities to
remoter areas. People residing in areas
away from the main cities hold their
monetary capital in the form of cash
(notes and coins) for want of a bank in
the neighbourhood. This is the case in
many developing countries and hence a
considerable portion of the available
monetary capital remains outside the
banking system. I f this cash, both idle
and active, could be brought into the
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banking system more funds from
domestic sources will become available
for business purposese.
Compatibility with Conventional
Banking
Our bank satisfies the basic requirements of a deposit-taking bank. One, it
guarantees the depositor's capital; two,
the bank contracts to pay a non-negative
retum; three, its assets are assessable;
and four, its income is also assessable
and sufficient to maintain the bank. The
banking authorities, who are more concerned with the maintenance of capital
certainty than with the rate at which
interest is paid, should to this extent be
satisfied?. There are also no built-in
leakages due to charitable loans. Other
formal legal requirements are easily
met. Thus our bank qualifies to be registered as a deposit-taking bank with the
central bank under conventional banking laws. This authorisation to set up
and operate as a retail bank under conventional laws has several advantages.
One, it will ensure proper auditing and
monitoring, which will in turn inspire
public confidence in the bank. This is
vital.

itive and offers all the generally-used
facilities of a conventional bank.

some serious thought to the proposed
riba-free retail bank.

Five, since all religions prohibit interest earnings, and even where it is not
explicitly prohibited people do look
down upon those who lend on interest,
some people will appreciate the chance
to bank without interest provided the
value erosion of their capital due to
inflation is compensated and all other
banking facilities are offered. There
are also people who eschew interest for
reasons other than religious belief.
They too will appreciate the opportunity given by this bank.

Transparency
Transparency is absent in both the conventional and the Islamic forms of
banking. But it is the foundation of the
proposed riba-free retail banking. In
the first place, transparency tells both
the bank itself and the supervising
authorities what the real costs are, how
they are distributed, and what the profits are. Secondly, in dealing with inflation, it enables one to know exactly
what the loss of value of capital due to
inflation was and how it was compensated. Both the depositors and the borrowers too know what they are being
charged or paid, and for what reason.

Six, this bank can hire officers who
have already had training and experience in conventional banking, and
they can get to work practically
straightaway without having to undergo further training in an entirely new
system. This is a very big advantage,
and is cost-wise and time-wise efficient. It will minimise any gestation
period and reduce teething troubles.
Seven, the compatibility with conventional banking makes the conversion
of a conventional bank into a riba-free
one easy and quick.

Two, it will enable riba-free retail
banks to be set up in all countries of Eight, from the customers' point of
the world, Muslim and non-Muslim.
view too, it is easier to understand and
This will greatly facilitate internation- follow the procedures since they are
al export-import trade without the fear not very different from the ones the
of being involved in any riba dealings.
customers are already used to when
dealing with conventional banks.
Three, since this bank can be set up in
non-Muslim countries as well, and will Finally, these banks, being compatible
offer all conventional retail banking
with the conventional system, will be
services, its clientele need not be limit- able to easily communicate and deal
ed to the Muslims. Therefore it has as
with other banks, within and outside
good a chance of survival as any other
their own country.
bank.
The Islamic banks as they operate today
Four, the considerable number of
do not offer these advantages, even
Muslims living in non-Muslim counwithin the few Muslim countries where
tries will have the possibility to bank
they are permitted to operate on their
with a riba-free bank which is compet- own terms. As such it is worth giving
10
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This transparency comes about on
account of the model we are using in
computing the fees charged by the bank.
In conventional banking this fee is a
single item, called interest, and it is calculated as a percentage of the principal
and depends on the duration of the
deposit or loan. In Islamic banking as
practised today, in most cases, it is also
a single item called profit (or mark up)
though it may or may not depend on the
size and duration of the "loan". In the
model used here this single item is considered as consisting of six components:
interest paid to the depositor (which is
identified with riba), the cost of specific services provided to the borrower on
account of the current loan, cost of
overheads of the bank (which includes
the costs of general services provided to
the depositors and borrowers), bank's
profit, a premium to the loan default
insurances, and compensation for the
loss of value of capital due to inflation.
From the borrower's point o f view
"interest" charged by the bank is the
cost of borrowing, and it has now been
shown to consist of six components,
only one of which is real interest (identified with riba). The first component

ISLAMIC BANKING
(interest) is present in conventional
banking and absent in riba-free banking; the next three components cover
the fee charged by the bank; the insurance premium goes to a separate fund;
and, i f inflation is taken into consideration, the last component (compensation
for inflation) is recovered from the borrower and passed onto the depositor
Unlike in the computation of conventional interest, each one of these components is computed in a different way9
and posted to its own separate account.
This may seem much additional work,
but in this computer age it is not. The
result, however, is a positive gain. Let
us take a closer look.

nent is the cost of services incurred in
the course of processing the loan application. This is specific to the particular
loan under consideration, and often
consists of charges paid to outside agencies (such as to a lawyer for title checking of the collateral, stamp duties to the
govemment, etc) and is a one-time cost.
The second is the cost of overheads.
This is a generalised cost estimated
using total annual average net overheads cost of the bank (consisting of
staff salaries, buildings, supplies, maintenance, etc less income from paid services using the same facilities) divided
by the total annual average loans granted by the bank during the same period.

third component, bank's profit, is a percentage of the first two components.
This percentage may vary from bank to
bank, but since this system is transparent, under normal circumstances market
competition will determine its size.

Compensation for inflation is the same
for all loans in all the banks because it
is computed using the same data and
formulaio. The loan default insurance
is expected to be run by a single body
(or several bodies operating under the
same mles) and therefore the premium
should be the same for any given borrower in any bank. Within the fees
charged by the bank, the first compo-

Thus it is the bank's cost in obtaining
and sustaining loanable funds. This is a
per-dollar-per-day cost, equally applicable to all loans and advances n. This
cost, being expenses minus incomes of
the bank, will depend on the efficiency
of the bank. Hence it is subject to market forces. It is continuously monitored, and may vary from year to year,
but is kept fixed during the year The

This detailed transparency, which is not
available under the current practices, is
a major characteristic of the proposed
system. Furthermore, since all the components (of the bank charges) are subject to market forces, and none to arbitrary fixation, and the results are transparent, it is a traly free-market system.
Consequently it reaps the benefits of
that system - efficiency and lower costs.

www.IslamicBanking.nl
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I N S U RAN

THE POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA COURSE
In a short period of some 20 years. Islamic banking and insurance has made an impressive progress. Today, a large
number of Islamic financial institutions are functioning in many countries around the world, managing huge funds
and employing thousands of people.
Indications are that the coming years will see a big increase in the number, size and sophistication of Islamic
financial institutions all over the world. Two factors support this view. First, after a great deal of research and
development the groundwork for the establishment of Islamic financial institutions has been laid and their viability
In the modern world firmly established. Second, the demand for interest-free ethical banking and insurance is
growing strongly.
The rapid growth of Islamic financial institutions during the last 20 years has created good job opportunities for
people well-versed in the philosophy and concepts of Islamic banking and Insurance.The demand Is expected to
receive a big boost in the coming years. Unless met in time, the increasing shortage of qualified personnel would
retard the growth of Islamic financial institutions, frustrating the aspirations of the Muslim people.
Responding to this important need, the Institute of Islamic Banking and Insurance, London developed a post graduate
diploma course in Islamic banking and insurance with the help of a team of experts, based on the "distance learning"
method. The Institute believes that job opportunities for suitably qualified people in Islamic financial institutions are
quite bright and will be even better in the coming years with the establishment of more and more institutions.
The Lessons for the course were
written by an international team of
eminent scholars in the field of
Islamic banking and finance. These
were then checked for technical
accuracy and compliance with the
Shariah by experts of the highest
standing and finally submitted to
the Institute in London.

A!A.:ii,,h : 749-54 A.I»
::: } 35 All
Dirhum, siket, 25 mm.

Experience shows that more and more
coDventioKal
banks,
which are
Introducing Islanit Sankinf windows
show their interest m our post graduate
diploma coarse. The post gradvate
diploma course, which has a separate
lesson on the siihject of bow to convert a
nventionai bank into an Islanic bank is
rfluable for conventional bankers who
it to understand the concept and
lares of Islamk banking.

The University of Durham, UK has
accorded recognition to the
Institute's post graduate diploma
course as an entry qualification to
the University's MA programme in
Islamic political economy and MBA
by distance learning. Informing the
Institute of the recognition. Prof
Rodney Wilson, Head of the
University's centre for Middle East
and Islamic Studies, commended
the Institute's post graduate
diploma course and described it as
"well prepared, clearly set up and
invaluable to students."

1

The Institute of islamic Banking and insurance, London is
an independent, non-profit organisation. Its aims and
objectives include:
Promotion of knowledge and understanding of Islamic
banking and insurance.
Education of personnel in Islamic banking and insurance
and conducting research and development to develop
new Islamic financial instruments and to tackle issues and
problems relating to Islamic banking and insurance.
The Institute publishes a monthly magazine - The New
Horizon - devoted to islamic banking and insurance.
The Institute's standing programes include holding of
meetings of professionals using Islamic financial
instruments, organising International Conference,
Seminars and workshops to address various issues
concerning islamic banking and insurance.
The institute offers its membership to organisations and
individuals who satisfy prescribed conditions.
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TAKAFUL

THE TAKAFUL INDUSTRY CHALLENGES
By Dawood Taylor

The article is the first of three extracts from a paper prepared by Dawood
Taylor on a 10-year master plan for the Islamic Insurance Industry and presented at a workshop organised by Islamic Development Bank (IDB) and
the Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB).

The market enviromnent and appetite

mutual help. No conventional product

development for the Takaful industry, as

worldwide for Takaful is as exciting as

can provide such well being to a

we have seen in Malaysia, but just as

any in the Islamic Financial Services

Muslim. For Takafiil to succeed, it is

importantly, and in this writers opinion

field. In any developed financial servic-

essential that the industry provide a

even more so, the shariah aspects of the

es environment conventional insurance,

service that can be audited to a finite

regulatory environment. Perhaps the

be it general or life protection and sav-

degree and is transparent to an extreme.

greatest challenge facing the industry,

ings, is an integral part of the financial

Long term contracts in the Takaful life

and there are many, is in this area.

services industry. In the Islamic world,

industry need to cope with transactions

or perhaps it is best to refer to the

over the life time of a contract, which

How is it possible to discuss Takaful

Islamic financial community, Muslims

can be as long as forty years and over.

issues at national or international level

are starved of such services outside the

Such facilities can only be assured

i f the industry itself, at shariah level,

developed regions in the Far East and

where the level of technology, imple-

cannot resolve the many and varied

Sudan.

mented by the operator, can provide the

decisions applied to Takaful, some often

participant with the assurances that his

reflecting different schools of thought,

long-term interests are being met.

but many unfortunately reflecting only

Why would a Muslim wish to purchase
a conventional life insurance and sav-

a lack of understanding of the insurance

ings product, which has been declared

Communications between branches of

industry and even more unfortunately,

forbidden under the 1985 Fiqh academy

an operator as well as between a client

the lack of consistency of shariah schol-

ruling, when he or she could purchase

and the operator must move beyond

ars and shariah advisory board members

an Islamic Takaful equivalent product,

"letters in the post". Technology has

in the decisions they make from one

providing them with the same level of

driven conventional insurance develop-

board to another.

services and financial security but with

ment and there is no reason for it to not

the significant additional benefit of pro-

drive Takaful development forward. A

Can shariah board member sign a Fatwa

viding the well being of knowing such a

note of caution in this area though.

declaring a Takaful company Islamic

product is both acceptable in Islam plus

Many of the markets still to developed

whilst he still holds beliefs and preach-

the knowledge that protection products

by Takaful operators are not technology

es to the same community that there is

also benefit brother Muslims covered

driven environments. The speed of tech-

no difference between conventional

under the cooperative principles of

nology development in Takafiil must be

insurance and Takaful? Can one shariah

Takaful.

matched by such developments in the

board declare all benefits payable from

general marketplace i.e. " horses for

a Takaful contract must adhere to

Takafiil is not only a product that pro-

courses".

vides financial security at times of death

Islamic inheritance law and another
not? Can something as simple as acci-

for ones family but such products also

As previewed earlier, the regulatory

dental death benefit be accepted by one

bring the Islamic community together

environment in Takaful must be divided

board and not by another? These are

under the principle of cooperation and

between insurance regulations and their

just a few examples of many where
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TAKAFUL
shariah boards disagree. I f you add to

either work within existing convention-

determining the direction taken by its

this debate an even more significant

al insurance regulations where only

members in developing Islamic insur-

issue such as the adoption of a Wakalah

such regulations exist. To do so may

ance regulations. Although some may

or a Mudarabah contract, which has

require dispensation decisions

from

differ with this view, the development

been the shariah issue of note over the

individual shariah boards. A n example

of Islamic windows within convention-

past six years, the theme of inconsisten-

of this could be the ceding of risk to a

al insurance operations could lead the

cy continues. Even more disconcerting

conventional reinsurer where no rated

way in developing Takaful, but only i f

is the void that exists between Islamic

Re-Takaful operator has existed up till

such developments are closely moni-

scholars on the utilisation of Tabar'ru in

now. Even now there is a need to start

tored and the intent of such companies

Takafiil, the one element that signifi-

the process of working with conven-

is to provide a shariah compliant service

cantly separates conventional insurance

tional regulators to look at Takaful pro-

as much as it is to make money.

from Islamic insurance, then it is clear

grammes and their requirements. The

that we cannot make progress in devel-

UK regulator is a prime example of this,

oping Takaful worldwide i f as an industry we cannot even determine the basic
rules and fundamentals under shariah
law to operate Takaful.
Do we need to look further than our
own Islamic environment to achieve
progress in the development of Takaful
by having a unified international
Takaful body that all national and company shariah boards or regulators look
to, to define exactly what is and is not
acceptable under shariah law? We
would have difficulties looking beyond
this point to work with the international
insurance

regulatory

environment

unless and until we put our own house
in order first. Perhaps this is the time to
note recent debates on the possible
development of a Sharia Rating Board?
Should such a board be necessary?
Can the industry continue to grow and
prosper i f such shariah issues are holding it back?

Can a Sharia Ratings

The entry of conventional insurers into
the Takaful field either as direct opera-

Communicotions between
branches of an operator as
well as between a client
and the operator must
move beyond "letters in the
post".Technology has driven
conventional
insurance
development and there is
no reason for it to not drive
Takaful development forward. A note of caution in
this area though. Many of
the markets still to developed by Takaful operators
are not technology driven
environments.The speed of
technology development in
Takaful must be matched
by such developments in
the general marketplace
i.e." horses for courses".

Board resolve many of the problems

tors or private labeling facilitators does
raise questions with regards to the overall shariah compliance of such programmes but the Middle East has seen
Islamic finance in general

prosper

through the utilisation of Islamic windows and many of these operators are
now looking to develop dedicated
Islamic operations. Regulatory arrangements to allow such developments,
although a view not shared by all, is an
area that should be considered when
developing any long term Takaful strategy
The post 9/11 scene saw many conventional operators, which may have been
looking to develop Takaful, take a back
seat with regards to any strategic thinking in this area. This could also apply to
any Takaful operator that may have
thought of developing a programme for
the

European

or

USA

markets.

Although the latter could still see difficulties in the short term, conventional

and dilemmas facing the shariah aspects

as mentioned earlier, but also not for-

of the Takaful industry? Such an issue

companies looking to develop Takafiil

getting further examples such as the

in an Islamic community environment

must be debated within the develop-

relaxation on double stamp duty for

now see this as a sound business ven-

ment of any long-term strategy that the

Islamic mortgages two years ago.

ture and at least two international bank-

IFSB is to look at, not only for the
Takaful industry, but also for the

ing

and insurance

operators

have

Certainly within the IFSB community

declared an interest in this area and one

Islamic Financial Services industry in

of regulators and insurance supervisors,

has started to develop Takaful for the

general. Beyond this there is the need to

the IFSB has significant role to play in

global market.
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ISLAMIC RETAIL BANKING AND FINANCE:
GLOBAL CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Edited by Soliail jaffer
ISBN I 84374 198 9
Price US$I75I£95

This new book is the first of its kind to
descnbe the development of Islamic
retail markets, available products
(including home finance, takaful, savings and equity investments), and issues
affecting Islamic banks, including their
establishment, conversion, liquidity,
legal and regulatory issues.
Includes contributions from over 20
leading bankers, lawyers and retail
product providers, together with regulators who have been involved in the
rapid expansion of the Islamic retail
industry across the globe.
I f you are involved in the launch of
Islamic retail products, work in an
Islamic bank, or are a finance professional interested in the development of
the retail market, consumer demand and
acceptance, and how Islamic products
are structured, you must read this book.
Includes a handy guide to Islamic
finance for newcomers to the industry,
and a complete glossary of Islamic
finance terms.
Contributors include BSEC-Bemo
Securitisation SAL, Clifford Chance,
Clyde and Co, Deutsche Bank, Dubai
Bank, Dubai Islamic Bank, Ernst and
Young, Failaka, Financial Services
Authority (UK), FWU Group, Meezan
Bank, Mercer Zainal Consulting,
Shape, Sharjah Islamic Bank, State
Bank of Pakistan, Unicom Investments,
Vinson and Elkins, Volaw Tmst and
Corporate Services, Shaykh Yusuf de
Lorenzo and Professor Rodney Wilson.
16
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ISLAMIC BANKING

ARAB BANKING CORPORATION
ANNOUNCES INCREASE IN EARNINGS

MOODY'S UPGRADES THE
DEPOSIT RATINGS OF ARAB
BANKING CORPORATION

Arab Banking Corporation (B.S.C.)
announced the Group's net profit for the
half year to June 2005 totalled US$61
million. This was an increase of 20%
over the comparable net profit for the
same period last year of US$51 million
from continuing operations (excluding
the profit of $455 million arising from
the disposal of ABC's subsidiaries
International Bank of Asia Limited,
Hong Kong, and Banco Atlantico S.A.,
Spain).

Moody's Investors Service has upgraded the deposit ratings of Arab Banking
Corporation
B.S.C.
(ABC) to
Baa2/Prime-2 from Baa3/Prime-3, to
reflect an improvement in the bank's
overall risk profile. The outlooks on the
Baa2/Prime-2 deposit ratings and on the
D-l- financial strength rating (FSR) are
both stable. Moody's states that over the
past two years there has been a material
improvement in the bank's liquidity and
credit risk profiles and in its capital
ratios. These developments have positioned ABC more solidly within the D+
FSR category, translating into a higher
deposit rating.

Total income came to US$155 million
(2004: USS155 million) following the
successful implementation of the product-based matrix management structure.
A substantial improvement in asset
quality resulted in a write-back of
USS13 million from loan recoveries,
compared to the charge of US$6 million
for loan loss provisions in the same
period last year Operating expenses
were kept under control at US$93 million, slightly below last year's level.
ABC Group's total assets amounted to
US$15.3 billion (2004 year end:

US$14.9 billion). Liquidity remains
strong, with the liquid assets to deposits
ratio at 73% (2004: 79%). The loans to
deposits ratio remained steady at 56%
(2004: 56%). The Group continues to
maintain a strong capital base as evidenced by the risk asset ratio of 23.0%
at June 2005, compared with the ratio of
25.3% at the year end 2004, calculated
in accordance with the requirements of
the Bahrain Monetary Agency.
Mr. G.M. Abdul-Jawad, President &
CEO said, "ABC's improved net profit
from continuing operations visibly
reveals the achievements of the group's
renewed focus on the Arab region and
its trade flows. Our new matrix structure is building on the strengths of our
core wholesale activities in Trade
finance. Treasury operations. Islamic
financial services and Project finance,
providing additional income streams,
driving ABC to achieve its stated objectives in the future. Retail banking activities in our niche markets continues to
enhance our earnings stream."
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ISLAMIC BANKING

•HALAL' PERSONAL FINANCE IS ANOTHER
FIRST FROM ISLAMIC BANK OF BRITAIN
Islamic Bank of Britain, the UK's only
totally Islamic British bank, has
launched a Sharia'a compliant personal
finance facility, making it the only
provider of 'Halal' unsecured finance in
the UK. The new unsecured facility
allows customers to generate cash funds
between £1,000 and £20,000 using the
Islamic principle of Murabaha with
deferred payments. The end result is
that consumers can get a finance facility in accordance with the Muslim faith
which prohibits the use of interest.
Michael Hanlon, managing director of
Islamic Bank of Britain explains: "We
aim to offer our customers as much
choice and flexibility as possible when
it comes to their finances. As a result,
we are often first to launch new products. We are already the only British
bank offering Sharia'a compliant savings accounts and now we are also the
only provider in the U K offering
Sharia'a compliant unsecured finance."
How It Works
The process is simple for the customer,
and only requires one visit to the branch

or application via
ISLAMIC B A N K OF BRITAIN
post. Islamic Bank
of Britain then
works to ensure
It opened its first branch in London last
that the personal finance facility is run
year,
was admitted to trading on A I M , a
in accordance with Sharia'a. The Bank
market
operated by the London Stock
buys commodities and then sells them
Exchange, in October and now also has
to the customer for the cost plus the
five branches in Birmingham, Leicester
Bank's profit.
The customer then
and London with a further five more
becomes the owner of the commodities.
branches
plaimed for 2005.
An independent agent then sells the
commodities on the customer's behalf
Customers outside of the branch areas
for the market price and puts the resultcan use the bank's services via teleing cash into the customer's account for
phone
and postal banking (to the Bank's
the customer to use to finance their purUK based customer service centre.
chase.
The customer then pays the
Telephone 0845 6060 786). An internet
bank in monthly instalments over a
banking
service is planned for launch at
period of time. Repayment periods of
the
beginning
of 2006.
12 to 60 months are available.
It marks the first time that Britain's 1.8
million Muslims have had access to a
personal finance facility from a British
bank which is wholly operated in accordance with Islamic Sharia'a principles.
Islamic Bank of Britain is regulated by
the FSA and meets U K banking regulations and safeguards for the customer.

Islamic Bank of Britain ensures that it
does not compromise Islamic principles. A l l products and services are
overseen and approved by a Sharia'a
Supervisory Committee comprised of
world- renowned experts in the implementation of Islamic principles and
their applications within modem-day
financial institutions.

ISLAMIC BANK OF BRITAIN OPENS
WHITECHAPEL BRANCH
Islamic Bank of Britain officially
opened the doors of its fifth branch in
the U K on Whitechapel Road on
Tuesday 5th July 2005.

71,000 Muslims will have access to
banking facilities from a British bank
which is wholly operated in accordance
with Sharia'a principles.

The branch, which employs nine people, was officially opened for business
by Stephen Timms, Minister of State at
the Department for Work and Pensions
and Michael Hanlon, managing director
of Islamic Bank of Britain. The branch
marks the first time that Tower Hamlet's

Michael Hanlon, Managing Director,
comments: " I am delighted we are now
able to offer people in the area the
opportunity to use our products and
services with the opening of our
Whitechapel branch. "We have ambitious plans for Islamic Bank of Britain
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and 1 see Whitechapel playing an
important role in our development and
success." IBB offers its customers current accounts, savings accounts, a personal finance facility, foreign currency
and
business banking
services.
Mortgages will become available later
in the year Islamic Bank of Britain has
existing
branches
in
London,
Birmingham and Leicester. Following
the opening of the Whitechapel Branch,
a further five are planned for 2005.

ISLAMIC BANKING

ISLAMIC BANK OF BRITAIN APPOINTS
FINANCE DIRECTOR
Islamic Bank of Britain is pleased to
announce the appointment of Mahomed
Ashraf Piranie (known as Ashraf) as
Finance Director, effective as of 11 July
2005.
Ashraf joins Islamic Bank of Britain's
Board of Directors from Alliance &
Leicester where he held the position of
director of finance for retail banking
and was one of the key directors responsible for the organisation's retail banking business. Ashraf was a key member
of the team which took A & L to flotation
and has, over the years, taken an active
part in the company's growth and development. He has over ten years experience within the U K financial Services
Sector, including extensive involvement
in areas such as distribution channel
strategy, external reporting, new product development, compliance and mergers and acquisition work.
Commenting on Ashraf s appointment,
Michael Hanlon, managing director
said: I am delighted to welcome Ashraf
to the board. He joins us at a time we
are to embark on major expansion plans
for the Bank, and 1 am sure that his
extensive experience of retail banking
will prove invaluable in building for the
fiiture".

The editor and the staff of
New Horizon wishes its readers
Ramadan Mubarak
New Horizon

September 2005

Ramadan 1426
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NEWS MONITOR
Bahrain
Bahrain
Islamic
Launches Latest
Housing Solution

Banl<
Islamic

'The Property Finance Scheme we are

Islamic insurance company in addition

launching

Muntahia

to a highly compefitive rate of profit

Betamleek" is one of the most impor-

that is considered the lowest available

tant housing solutions that we have

in the market.'

decided

Bahrain Islamic Bank, the first Islamic

today

as

'Ijara

a contribution to

the

Govemmenf s effort to solve the hous-

To be eligible for mortgage finance, a

ing problems.'

customer must pay no less than 20 percent of the property's value and his age

Bank in Bahrain and the third such bank
in the Arabian Gulf region, today

He added: 'Although we are a profit

should not be more than 60 on the date

unveiled its latest home finance product

making institution, we at Bahrain

of ownership. According to its new

through its new scheme 'Ijara Muntahia

Islamic Bank are primarily concerned

strategy drawn up by the management,

Betamleek".

with serving the community in which

Bahrain Islamic Bank is currently

we operate by providing practical and

underlining its leadership by investing

competitive solutions that comply with

in developing its infrastructure, includ-

The new scheme provides customers
with mortgage finance for an amount of

Islamic

with

ing its human resources or new technol-

up to BD200,000 with a repayment

housing which is a key problem facing

principles, especially

ogy. Such strategy also calls for offering

period extending up to 20 years. The

citizens and residents in the Kingdom.'

new competitive products like the new

new product is a mortgage finance facil-

Since we are a commercial financial

one and another product that will be

ity for buying property to be used as a

institution that serves everyone, no one

revealed shortly.

private residence regardless of the type

has been excluded from enjoying the

of such property, whether it is a plot of

benefits of such a product. It is available

land, a readily available completed

for all Bahraini employees, owners of

house or still under construction, an

private businesses as well as non-

apartment or even a property mortgaged

Bahraini employees,' he continued.

with other banks.
This new Finance Scheme fully comFor all such purposes, Bahrain Islamic

plies with the teachings of Islamic

Bank will buy the property and follow-

Sharia'a and is approved by the Sharia'a

Kuwait
Kuwait's Adviser to Shariah
Application Visits Bahrain
Islamic Bank HQ
A meeting was held between Bahrain

ing its acquisition it will be leased to the

Supervisory Board, which includes a

Islamic Bank's (BIsB) Chief Executive

customer, who is the applicant, against

number of reputed and knowledgeable

Officer, Yousif Saleh Khalaf, and Dr

soft-term installments over an extended

Islamic scholars. Their services are also

Abdul Hameed Mahmood El Baaly,

term. The finance method used is called

used by many leading Islamic banks in

Member of the Higher Consultative

'Ijara Muntahia Betamleek". The new

the Kingdom of Bahrain and outside.

Committee for the Finalization of the
Application of the Provisions of the

product targets middle-income bracket
earners who receive salaries of BD800

On the features of this product, Khalaf

Islamic Shareaa, Amiri Court, State of

as the Bank seeks the newly developed

said: 'Our new product ensures offering

Kuwait. The meeting, which took place

product to compete with the currently

numerous features that we seek to

at BIsB's headquarter at the Diplomatic

available products through a much

include taking into account our cus-

Area, Manama, covered several topics

higher ceiling of up to BD200,000 and

tomers' conditions and ensuring opti-

of Islamic Banking and business in gen-

allowing customers a longer and flexi-

mum convenience and peace of mind.'

eral, and the ways of finding Islamic

ble repayment period of up to 20 years.

He continued: 'Therefore, such mort-

solutions for relevant transactions.

Customers are offered soft term repay-

gage finance includes life insurance so

ment installments at very competitive

that the remaining installments are for-

Discussions also covered jssues faced

profit rate.

feited in case of the customer's death,

by Arab and other communities world-

hence the heirs will have no obligations

wide, such as poverty and unemploy-

In a statement, Yousif Khalaf, Bahrain

to the Bank. The property involved will

ment. Dr. El Baaly said that the world's

Islamic Bank Chief Executive said:

be insured in co-operation with an

economy has failed to find proper solu-
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tions

for

such

issues. "However,

through our tolerant Shariah rules, the
Islamic economy has created the Zakat
system which is capable of eradicating

Pakistan

and cash.' Daily draw winners will
receive Hajj and Umrah Vouchers and

Pakistan Approves
Islamic Bank

New

all participants will enter a Grand Draw
in December Customers are eligible to

such problems", Dr Al-Baali explained.

enter the daily draw when they purchase
The Emirates Global Islamic Bank,

any of the bank's financial products;

Apart from the many specialist books

newly to be set up in Pakistan, will be

Noor (Education Finance), Sahel (Car

and researches published by him, D r El

capitalized at $35 million. Fifty percent

Finance), Qawarib (Boat Finance),

Baaly fingerprints are quite prominent

of the capital will be raised through an

Terhal (Travel Finance) and the Visa

on Islamic banking worldwide through

initial public offering (IPO). The spon-

Covered Card.

his leading role as chairman and presi-

sor shareholder

dent of a number of Islamic economic

Emirates Investment Group LLC EIG).

Abu

institutions.

"We feel there is an untapped demand

announcing the winners at special gala

for

ceremonies that will be held at the

Dr EI Baaly praised Bahrain Islamic

is the UAE-based

a new Islamic bank offering in

Dhabi Islamic Bank will

be

Pakistan in particular, a bank that can

Rotana Beach Hotel and Towers at the

Bank and referred to the quantum leap

provide a broader and improved range

end

forward being witnessed by the Bank

of

October,

November,

and

of Islamic products and services for cor-

December. ADIB has witnessed many

through the well-conceived strategic

porate customers on the one hand and

accomplishments in the last year by

plan under the leadership of M r Khalaf

the growing market segment of young,

enhancing its solutions and providing

In particular, he was impressed by the

educated and demanding retail con-

new services such as 'Qawarib' and re-

investment being employed by the

sumers

Bank's

Management

in

human

on

the

other,"

said EIG

Chairman Tariq ibn Fasel Al-Qassimi.

launching several products, such as
'Sahel', 'Noor', and the Islamic Visa cov-

resources development, in attracting

ered card, all of which provide individ-

highly qualified Bahrainis and in keep-

uals with innovative financial solutions.

ing abreast of relevant state-of-the-art

United Arab Emirates

technologies. "These are basic elements
required to ensure the Bank's leading
role in the Islamic banking industry", he
said.
The meeting was also attended by Bank

Abu Dhabi Islamic
Launches 'Discover
Treasures' Campaign

Bank
Our

Emirates
Islamic
Bank
Property Fund Anticipates
Attractive Returns

(ADIB)

Emirates Islamic Bank announced that

officials, Tariq Mohammed Bucheery,

announced the launch of their 'Discover

it's Emirates Real Estate Fund, the first

Senior

Our

Manager

-

Business

Abu

Dhabi Islamic Bank

Treasures' campaign during the

Shari'a compliant property fund in the

Corporate

holy month of Ramadan. The campaign

region, has registered a strong capital

Communications, and Yacoub Yousuf

is aimed at promoting the bank's finan-

growth of 2% since launch. The fund

AI-Aseeri, First Manager - Priority

cial products and will be running till the

invests in a variety of physical real-

Banking. M r EI Baaly was then taken

end of December,05.

estate focusing on the United Arab

Development

&

on a tour of the Bank's departments and

Emirates to take advantage of growth

facilities. Dr. Abdul Hameed El Baaly is

'This campaign is part of our mission to

and rental income opportunities repre-

a holder of several academic high

focus on customer needs, we want to

sented by the regions' as well as one of

degrees, including a first honour Ph. D.

encourage the public to take advantage

the world's most dynamic real estate

in Islamic Comparative Jurisprudence

of our products and services which are

markets. The fund also retains the

from the AI-Azher University, Egypt,

based on Islamic Sharia'a principles,'

option to invest in markets outside of

and a Master Degree in Common Law.

Reported a bank official. 'The 'Discover

the UAE.

He enjoys 30-year experience in Islamic

Our Treasures' campaign will allow 93

economy and banking.

winners to perform their Umrah and

'We are pleased to announce such posi-

Hajj duties by winning travel vouchers

tive results, which reflect both the pio-
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neering nature of this fund in this mar-

residential and commercial properties

ment, an estimated $80 billion worth of

ket and the joint expertise of Emirates

continues to provide many interesting

real-estate projects are under way in

Islamic

and potentially profitable opportunities

Dubai.

Bank

and

our

partners

Belgravia Asset Management,' said

to astute investors.

Faisal Aqil GM Retail banking o f
Emirates Islamic Bank.

United Kingdom

Dubai
Islamic
Bank
Launches New Private Stock
Company

Islamic Investment Bank to
Open in UK

ment to leading the UAE banking

The Dubai Islamic Bank has launched

An Islamic Investment bank is seeking

industry in offering exciting, innovative

the A l Burj Real Estate Ltd., a private

to become the first U K Shariah compli-

and Shari' a-compliant products and

stock company with a capital of about

ant operator in the investment market.

'The early success of the fund and the
strong volume of subscriptions we
received reflect well on our commit-

services for our valued retail, corporate

USS2 billion. The company would be

The European Islamic Investment Bank

and investment clients,' Aqil added.

one of the largest capitalized real estate

has applied to City watchdog the

High capital requirement has prevented

firms in the Emirates. As part of its

Financial Services Authority for a

the average investor to include local

investment plan, A l Burj Real Estate

license to operate in the UK.

property among their assets of choice.

has already bought a major share of

EIB Ethmar now offers its affluent

property in the heart o f the Dubai

Shariah law fordbids Muslims from

clients the opportunity to invest in the

Waterfront.

paying or receiving interest and bars

property fund at minimum investment
levels of USD 25,000.

them from making money in companies
"Our core objectives center on offering

that deal with alcohol, tobacco or

a vast array of diversified real estate

pomorgraphy, making most traditional

The Fund offers monthly subscriptions

investment management options, keep-

banking products unsuitable. The laws

and redemptions and a targeted divi-

ing in view the burgeoning demand in

were enshrined to protect the poor from

dend payment of 6 to 8% p.a. In addi-

the real estate sector," Emirates' Finance

greedy moneylenders, but they make it

tion investors may also witness an

Minister

bin

difficult for modem Muslims to take

increase in the value of their capital.

Khirbash said. "In line with our values

advantage of common financial services

The fund focuses on residential and

and mission, we have made a signifi-

such as bank accounts and mortgages.

commercial properties offering both

cant investment in the Madinat A l Arab,

Two million Muslims live in Britain,

rental income and capital growth and is

which will be anchored by A l Burj, one

but it seems only just to be dawning on

managed by Emirates Islamic Bank in

of the worlds tallest buildings, making

the banks and mortgage lenders that

conjunction

Belgravia Asset

it a symbol of Dubai's meteoric rise and

Islam demands particular standards.

Management, a leading property fund

embodying the vision of the project,"

Several organisations have started to

manager to various successful U K and

bin Kharbash said.

provide products for the Muslim mar-

with

Mohammed Khalfan

ket, notably HSBC and Lloyds TSB, but

international property funds.
Rising oil revenues are fueling a build-

these tend to be basic bank accounts and

The Emirates Real Estate Fund is gov-

ing boom and skyrocketing property

mortgages. The Islamic Bank was also

erned by the strong regulatory environ-

values in the Arab Gulf countries,

established in August of last year to

ment of Jersey. Other parties include

including the Emirates.

offer consumer banking products.

independent auditors. Emirates Islamic

estate projects _ from man-made islands

Bank Shari'a Board, legal advisors,

to the Burj Dubai, touted to be the

The EIIB plans to offer more complex

independent

offshore

world's tallest building when it opens in

products, including private banking,

administrators. The UAE has been one

2008 _ are part of the skyline in Dubai,

asset management, trade finance and a

of the market leaders for property

the second-largest

treasury service. It hopes to be estab-

developments and innovation in the

United Arab Emirates after the capital

lished by the first half of next year, sub-

region. The huge growth in demand for

Abu Dhabi. According to the govem-

ject to authorisation ftom the FSA.
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Islamic finance,
from Riyadh
to London.

J

Shariah compUantfinancialsolutions
from HSBC Amanah

For years, HSBC Amanah has been

to sponsoring the Islamic Finance

helping to provide customers

Project at Harvard University; HSBC

worldwide with Islamic alternatives to

Amanah has been privileged to be a part

conventional financing; be they in

of the development of the Islamic

Riyadh or London.

Finance industry.

With offices around the world,

HSBC Amanah products and services

HSBC Amanah has worked together

are certified and approved by the

with leading Islamic financial institutions

HSBC Shariah Supervisory Committee,

such as the Islamic Development Bank

which comprises four of the most

to develop pioneering Shariah compliant

eminent scholars in the field of Islamic

financial solutions. From financing

finance.

aircraft in the U A E to an earthquakeresistant airport in Istanbul, from

To find out more,visit our website today

interest-free current accounts in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to Islamic
home finance in the United Kingdom,

I

from the Hamad Health City in Qatar
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